WINDOWS & DOORS

QUICK GUIDE TO OUR RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Welcome to
5 Star Windows & Conservatories
We’re proud to be a family business and your Conservatory Outlet dealer for the
Midlands. The 5 Star name has been famous for fitting replacement windows, doors
and conservatories in Kidderminster, Worcester, Stourbridge, Bromsgrove and the
surrounding area since 2002.
Satisfied customers recommend our services to their friends, family, work colleagues
and neighbours every day and now our new showroom - the biggest and best in the
area - showcases everything that we do, so it’s definitely worth a visit. Situated on
the Worcester Road in Kidderminster this luxury indoor showroom is the home of
inspiration, featuring our finest array of windows, doors, roofline and conservatories
in a wonderful choice of styles and colours.
In the centre of our inspiring display area is a miniature house, which has been
cleverly created to show combinations of front and back doors, windows, security
locking, and everything that goes into a full size installation. You’ll also find fantastic
windows set into lifestyle extensions along with bi-folding, French and patio doors
in a choice of colours and finishes.
Please come and have a look around and be inspired, you will be so very welcome.
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Deciding to invest in your home is often a big decision; one that will
involve many more choices on the road to realising your dream home.
By contacting your local Conservatory Outlet Dealer you’ve already
made one great choice.
The Conservatory Outlet Network is a nationwide group of high calibre
home improvement companies. Each regional dealer is an expert in
its field and staff pride themselves on local knowledge and personal
service, whilst benefiting from the backing of national supply partner
Conservatory Outlet.
Properties and personalities vary greatly, and all of our products are
made-to measure, so you won’t find an off-the-shelf solution in this
brochure. But what you will find is a fantastic array of genuine
Conservatory Outlet installations and design ideas which will help
you make the most inspired and informed decision.
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REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
Modern windows are low
maintenance, thermally efficient
and they look great in a wide variety
of property styles, new and old,
giving your home a real face lift.
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CASEMENT WINDOWS
Contemporary UPVC casement windows - side hung or top hung owe their popularity to the utter simplicity of their design and
suitability to everyday living.
The window frame and sash has been specifically designed and
sculptured to complement residential properties and there is a
broad colour palette to choose from. Casement Windows are the
automatic choice for many homeowners, not least because they
can also be manufactured to A-rated energy efficiency standards.

Casement Windows tick
all the boxes by offering
style, security and a saving
on your energy bills.

Quality products are installed
by expert installers…
so your new windows will
perform for many years to come.

Test these products out at your local showroom

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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Perfect for those hard
to reach places…
cleaning your own windows has never
been so easy with Tilt & Turn Windows.

TILT & TURN
WINDOWS
Tilt & Turn UPVC windows offer the advanced
versatility that modern day living often demands.
Turn the handle once to tilt the top of the window
inwards, allowing secure ventilation.
Turn the handle further and the whole window
opens inwards like a side hung casement
window, allowing more rapid ventilation, an
emergency escape exit and a simple way to
clean your windows on both the inside and
outside without even leaving the house.

SECURE

TILT

TURN

In the closed position Tilt & Turn
windows provide formidable
security and look very similar to
casement windows.

Turning the handle 45 degrees
allows you to tilt the window
sash inwards to achieve safe
and secure ventilation.

Turning the handle 180 degrees
allows the windows to be opened
fully inwards, much like a side hung
casement window.

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
Book your FREE quotation at your local showroom
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ALUMINIUM
WINDOWS
There’s a sense of kudos about contemporary aluminium
windows that goes far beyond kerb appeal. Sleek sightlines
facilitate a bigger glass area, letting in considerably more
light and making your rooms seem more spacious.
Impressive powder coated colours or sublimated woodgrain
finishes add to the sophistication whilst the longevity and
performance of aluminium as a material gives these
windows substance as well as style.

Find out more by asking one of our design consultants

Aluminium is completely
recyclable but, with a long
recommended lifespan,
you need not worry about
that for some time.

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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Enjoy the best
of both worlds…
authentic looking UPVC
vertical sliding windows
are very low maintenance.

VERTICAL SLIDING
SASH WINDOWS
For some the character and charm of a vertical sliding
‘sash’ window is simply unrivalled. Of course this style of
window was originally made from timber but our UPVC
alternatives marry practicality with charm and are low
maintenance, secure and thermally efficient.
A vertically sliding window features two sashes which
each tilt inwards independently of one another, and slide
upwards and downwards as required.

Book your FREE quotation at your local showroom

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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The resemblance is remarkable…
traditional Heritage Windows have been
modelled on their timber predecessors.

HERITAGE WINDOWS
You could be forgiven for thinking that Heritage Windows are
manufactured from real wood – a lot of people do. Using the
blue print of traditional timber windows, Heritage Windows are
a near exact match in that the frames are mechanically jointed
instead of welded and the window sash sits flush with the
frame that houses it.
Butt hinges, peg stays and ‘monkey tail’ handles add to the
authenticity of this style which boasts its own range of unique
colours that mirror painted timber.

Find out more by asking one of our design consultants

This unique proposition is
appealing to homeowners
who want to maintain or
restore the period charm
of their home.

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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STEEL REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
Although not a mainstream product nowadays, steel windows were once the norm
and remain in-situ today in many homes from a certain era. Steel windows have
remarkably slim sightlines which are emulated by a second aluminium system that
we offer which is much slimmer than our standard range of contemporary aluminium
windows. Steel replacement windows are not suited to every property style but they
are ideal for use in window apertures with stone mullions and look stunning as a result.

Windows are a major
architectural feature…
Choosing the best style for your
property can dramatically increase
its kerb appeal.
Book your FREE quotation at your local showroom
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REPLACEMENT
DOORS
Every door on your property
must welcome guests and deter
would-be intruders. It must offer
uncompromising but unobtrusive
security and complement other
features of your home.
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COMPOSITE DOORS
A composite door looks so immediately in keeping with its
surroundings and becomes the focal point of a house. It draws
upon the strengths of several different materials to look like a
traditional timber door, perform like a modern UPVC door and
remain as good as new for many years to come.
Essential security features such as a multi-point lock are
concealed whereas patterned glass, door knockers, letterboxes
and other functional but decorative features are fully on show.

A composite door looks so in
keeping with its surroundings...
giving you so much more to come home to.
Its tangible weight inspires confidence and its
unrivalled appearance enhances kerb appeal.

Ask to see our composite door brochure which shows the full range

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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UPVC DOORS
Lavish or unfussy in design, a UPVC residential door is an
easy and effective way to revitalise the appearance of your
home. There are numerous custom-built panel styles
available that accommodate a whole host of different size,
shape and configurations of simple, bevelled and patterned
glass designs which add character.

Patterned, leaded and bevelled
glass designs really bring a
UPVC door to life.

Of course, security and thermal efficiency are also covered
too by the state-of-the-art hardware and modern materials
that complete a UPVC residential door.

Our stunning doors are all made-to-measure
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ALUMINIUM DOORS
An aluminium residential door is the perfect complement to our
contemporary range of aluminium windows or our traditional steel
replacement range. Aluminium, like UPVC, does not absorb water,
warp, twist or decay and is therefore a long term solution which will
remain completely functional and looking great for many, many years.
Powder coated aluminium colour finishes are distinctive and
hardwearing, and the sublimated woodgrain finishes of walnut,
rosewood and oak are second only to natural wood itself.

Book your FREE quotation at your local showroom

The quality of powder
coated aluminium colour
finishes is clear to see
and feel.

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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Turning a doorway
into a grand opening…
French Doors look equally at home when
installed internally between rooms.

FRENCH DOORS
French doors are a timeless favourite and are featured on
millions of homes across the country for a reason – they
are tried and tested, simple yet effective, and perfect for
so many applications.
With French doors you get the choice between opening
one of the doors for quick access and part ventilation, or
opening both doors to double the impact. In locations
where gusty wind may be a problem you can opt for
restrictor hinges which prevent the open door from
dangerously swinging open.

See and feel our French Doors at your local showroom

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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PATIO DOORS
Internal or external space may be at a premium and,
if so, a patio door is the sliding solution which allows
considerable access with minimal fuss. In the closed
position a patio door boasts a large expanse of glass
which lets in floods of light from the outside-in, and
facilitates excellent views from the inside-out.
The sliding door then almost floats along stainless
steel runners meaning that furniture and other objects
can be positioned in close proximity to the door
without impeding its operation.

Make the most of our free design and quotation service

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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Nothing else can really compare…
a room that boasts a bi-folding door will
quickly become the most popular place to be.

Bi-FOLDING
DOORS
The total flexibility, panoramic views and
incredible access given by bi-folding
doors is unmatched by any other style
of door. In seconds you can open up a
full wall and remove the divide between
the indoors and outdoors, creating a
unique atmosphere that is perfect for
living, entertaining and enjoying.
The concertina operation of a bi-folding
door is smooth and graceful, making it
a joy to use, and you can also
incorporate a ‘passenger door’, which
opens like a typical door, for everyday
comings and goings.

Add the wow factor to your home with bi-folding doors

PRACTICAL

EFFORTLESS

CONTEMPORARY

Bi-folding doors are available in
numerous configurations, consisting
of anything from two panes to seven.
Each style of bi-fold door incorporates
a ‘passenger door’ which functions
like a standard hinged door for
everyday comings and goings.

Bi-folding doors are simply a pleasure
to use thanks to the ease of their
concertina operation on gliding
rollers. If you’re preparing to entertain
it will take a matter of seconds to
merge your indoor space with your
garden. And if the weather takes a
turn for the worse it is just as easy
to reinstate the boundary.

Whether open or closed bi-folding
doors enable excellent panoramic
views and are certainly the latest
concept in luxury living. Homes of all
shapes and sizes are now adorned
with this impressive style of door
which changes the way that people
view and use their home.

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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SPECIALIST
SERVICE
Windows and doors are not an
everyday, regular purchase for
most people which is why we
pride ourselves on offering
friendly, expert advice about
improving your home.
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BUYING WINDOWS
& DOORS
When you’re investing in new windows and doors, it’s
important to keep in mind your reasons for doing so.
Are your current windows simply tired and ineffective,
or are you addressing a particular issue like insulation,
security, kerb appeal, or all three?
You’re design consultant will help you to get the
absolute most from your investment.

FUNCTIONALITY
Windows can open from the side or from the top, they can tilt and turn or vertically
slide, while doors can now slide and fold. Whichever option, or combination of
options that you choose, it is important that your new windows and doors work for
you - with your lifestyle, property and space that you have available. Give your
design consultant as much relevant information as possible so that they can offer
you the most suitable solution.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
By deciding to replace your windows and doors, you’ve given yourself the
opportunity to significantly improve the efficiency of your home, lower its running
costs and reduce your household carbon footprint. The energy efficiency of
windows – how much or little heat they allow to escape - is scored using an energy
rating scheme akin to that used for electrical and white goods, with an ‘A-rating’
being among the best ratings achievable.

SECURITY
Security will no doubt be high on your agenda. The materials, components and
fabrication processes used to manufacture windows and doors will all impact upon
the level of security provided, as will the quality of the installation. High quality,
modern windows and doors should all provide impressive security as standard but
‘Secured by Design' windows and doors which are manufactured to British
Standards and approved by the UK Police may be another option to consider for
installation in particularly vulnerable locations such as ground floors.

APPEARANCE
With various different window and door styles there are numerous options with
regards to aesthetics and appearance. Generally speaking you’ll need to think about
what colour you want your frames and sashes to be – do you want them to be the
same colour on the inside as the outside – and how you want them to be glazed. In
some rooms you may need a patterned glass for privacy reasons, or you may be
thinking about having leaded or stained glass as opposed to simple clear glass.

QUOTES
Windows and doors are made-to-measure products and it is often very different to
compare two or more prices on a truly ‘like-for-like’ basis. Even if two examples look
exactly the same, the respective suppliers may use different quality materials and
components, their company and product accreditations may vary, and the terms of
each guarantee will likely differ. Only you will know what your gut feeling tells you when
it comes to choosing a supplier, but the cheapest option is not always the best value.

GUARANTEES
It’s a given that modern windows and doors are designed to look great and function
well for a very, very long time. Post-installation it is sometimes necessary to make
small remedial adjustments to ensure that this remains the case and it is therefore
essential that you are completely familiar and comfortable with the terms of the
guarantee that your chosen supplier provides including validity period and exclusions.

REVIEWS
Read what other homeowners and previous clients thought of your shortlisted
suppliers by asking to see their reviews and testimonials – after all, these people will
have been through the same process that you are about to embark on. Make sure
that reviews and testimonials and recent, genuine and relevant to the product that
you are looking to purchase.

Book your FREE quotation at your local showroom

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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FRAME OPTIONS

GLAZING OPTIONS

What makes one window or door system different from another, and perhaps more
suited to a certain type of property? Subtle differences in the dimensions and
contours of the window and door frame type may seem inconsequential but, in
reality, make a huge difference to the overall appearance when they are installed.

Once you’ve chosen the most suitable frame option you once again have the
luxury of choice with regards to glass. The technical specification of the glass
will largely depend on whether you opt for Energy Rated Windows, but there’s
also wide variety of aesthetic options such as leaded glass and astragal bars.

UPVC

ALUMINIUM

HERITAGE

DOUBLE GLAZING

TRIPLE GLAZING

PRIVACY GLAZING

Low maintenance, long lasting and very
affordable, Classic UPVC is the
automatic choice for many homeowners.
This frame option is also one of the main
contributing factors to the impressive
thermal efficiency of UPVC windows and
doors, which retain more of a home’s
natural heat and reduce the owner’s
reliance on central heating. The
contoured profile features a curved
external bead and the overall effect is a
charming, sculptured frame which is
perfect for domestic applications and
can be easily shaped and curved into
arched windows and doors.

Contemporary Aluminium is all about
sleek sightlines and maximum glass
areas. There’s a sense of kudos about
Contemporary Aluminium that goes far
beyond kerb appeal and those who set
out for aluminium windows and doors
rarely change their mind. The intricate
contour on the outside face of the profile
is subtle and the chamfered bead crafts
clean sightlines. Contemporary Aluminium
is available in a range of powder coated
finishes which result in true, deep colours
or you may prefer the look of a
sublimated woodgrain finish which is
second only to natural wood itself.

You could be forgiven for mistaking
Traditional Heritage windows and doors
for authentic timber products; such is the
replication of the aesthetics in style,
dimension and finish. The window sash
sits flush with the window frame in the
closed position - a standout feature of
19th Century timber windows. However,
the Traditional Heritage frame is actually
a composite material which boasts 21st
Century advantages such as a low
maintenance finish, integral thermal
efficiency and durability. Traditional
Heritage windows and doors are
mechanically jointed as opposed to
welded and this is one of several reasons
why these windows can be considered
for use in conservation areas.

Double glazing has long been, and
remains, the most suitable specification
of glazing for the majority of domestic
properties, so much so that many
people simply refer to windows as
‘double glazing’. Double glazing owes
its superiority over single glazing to the
insulating cavity that is created by the
two panes of glass, the intelligent
properties of the glass itself and other
materials and components that make
up the ‘sealed unit’. Energy efficient
A-rated windows are easily achieved
with a double glazing specification.

As its name suggests triple glazing
comprises of three panes of glass that
make up the complete sealed unit. Triple
glazed windows and doors look all but
identical to those which are double
glazed and they offer the same fantastic
benefits but, crucially, triple glazing
provides a greater level of energy
efficiency. The extra pane of glass used
in triple glazing creates a second
insulating cavity which also helps to
further reduce draughts and cold spots
in homes that are subject to particularly
extreme and cold weather conditions.

Bathroom windows and front doors are
prime examples of where privacy glazing
is quite often essential in order to let in
natural light without compromising your
privacy. There are a number of varied yet
appealing patterned glass designs which
obscure an onlooker’s view so that you
can feel comfortable in your home.
Patterned glass can be used in both
double glazed and triple glazed sealed
units so energy efficiency and noise
reduction need not be sacrificed.

Find out more by asking one of our design consultants

Conservatory Outlet – A Quality Dealer Network
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COLOURS & WOODGRAINS
Across the Classic UPVC, Contemporary Aluminium and Traditional Heritage ranges there are literally hundreds of colours,
finishes and combinations to choose from. Even if you already have a very good idea about what you’re after, there’s still plenty
to consider such as a whether you’d prefer a textured woodgrain or a smooth surface finish, and whether you want the same
colour on both sides of the frames, or different colours on the inside such as Oak externally and White internally. The common
denominator of every colour and finish across the Classic UPVC, Contemporary Aluminium and Traditional Heritage ranges is
durability and long lasting charm. And if you’ve ever had timber windows before you’ll realise what a relief it is to know that
you’ll never have to repaint or reapply any of these colour finishes.

UPVC COLOURS

ALUMINIUM COLOURS

HERITAGE COLOURS

Classic UPVC can be whatever colour
you want it to be: a specially developed
paint application process can be
employed to match even the most
unique colours. In the standard colour
range, however, are timeless classics
such as White, Whitegrain, Cream and
Chartwell Green. Emerging favourites
include Black, Grey and Irish Oak.

The 11-stage powder coating process
that Contemporary Aluminium is subject
to induces strong paint adhesions and
results in a true colour which is sheer
quality to the look and touch. Similarly
Contemporary Aluminium woodgrain
finishes benefit from a unique process
known as sublimation which results in
Walnut, Rosewood or Oak appearances
which are utterly convincing and second
only to real wood itself.

Traditional 19th Century timber windows
were very often painted so a small but
perfectly formed range of heritage paint
colours can be specified with these
timber alternative windows. Painswick,
Clotted Cream and Cotswold biscuit will
whet your appetite and give you a flavour
of the kinds of colours that are available,
whereas other options such as Corse
Lawn and Eclectic Grey. Equally stunning
natural wood finishes exist in the form of
English, Irish and Silvered Oak.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
Even the most accurate printing
processes only do partial justice to the
colours shown in this brochure. And it
would be quite simply impossible to
show every single colour available on
one page. To see a particular colour for
yourself, or to explore the full colour
range in its entirety, please visit your
local showroom or speak to your
design consultant.

Find out more by asking one of our design consultants

WHAT DO YOU
DO NEXT…
Now you’ve come to the end of this
brochure, with all its inspirational designs
and innovative ideas, you’re hopefully
eager to visit our showroom.

The easiest way to view the products yourself is to pop
into our showroom. You’ll find room sets, house fronts,
furnishings, layouts plus much, much more.
It’s a great way to get a feel for what you like. You can
actually sit in a conservatory or orangery and experience
what owning our fabulous range of products is all about.
You will find a huge range in a variety of colours, styles,
finishes and options.
Our showroom is easy to find on Worcester Road, just over
a mile from the centre of Kidderminster, and it’s easy to
park once you get here. Look out for the 5 Star sign by
the Severn Valley Railway Bridge on the A442.
© 2014 CONSERVATORY OUTLET LIMITED
No part of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means: electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, or
stored in any retrieval system of any nature without
the written permission of Conservatory Outlet Limited.
Disclaimer: The information in this brochure is
provided in good faith and is accurate at the time of
print. Conservatory Outlet Limited retains the right to
change product specifications without prior notice in
the interests of product development. The vast
majority of windows and doors shown in this brochure
are genuine Conservatory Outlet products and are
available at participating dealers, though some
photography may also display products that were not
supplied by Conservatory Outlet. The colours and
finishes shown in this brochure are as accurate as
printing processes permit, but may not be completely
representative of the actual colour or finish.
Conservatory Outlet would like to thank those
customers who kindly agreed to their homes being
photographed.
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5 Star Showroom
Units 1 & 2 Tenat Works
Worcester Road, Kidderminster
Worcestershire DY10 1JR
Showroom Opening Times
Monday to Saturday 9.00am - 6.00pm
Sunday 10.00am - 4.00pm
telephone 01562 60800
www.5starwindows.co.uk

